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Overview 
95% of the funds raised from the ICO/STO are managed by our team of investors. The funds 
that are generated from the ICO/STO directly back the FIATT Token(s). The funds are then 
reinvested into cryptocurrency, stocks, real estate, etc… Thus, anyone with any amount of 
money can invest in FIATT and yield the returns of a hedge fund!  

Goals 
1. FIATT aims to provide investors from all around the globe, the extreme growth of 

hedge-funds, while eliminating the extreme volatility of the crypto market. In addition, 
because FIATT is based on the Ethereum blockchain, the security from such will aid in 
the secure transactions of their funds.  

2. FIATT aims to create a relationship of trust between the investors and the FIATT team 
members. Now is the time in the crypto-sphere where investors know exactly what is 
happening with their money. 
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Specifications 
Token Type: ERC20 
Token: FIATT 

Ticker: FIATT 

Algorithm: Ethash 

Language: Solidity 

Token Count: 100,000,000,000 

Github: https://github.com/ConsenSys/Tokens/tree/master/contracts/eip20 

Etherscan: 
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x534ee5a42640ac44f286aee589f1ed08982cef2c2cafbaf9fb6115c19f87a
12b 

Website: https://fiattoken.org 

Bitcointalk: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5055366.0 

Milestones 

I. $60,000,000 Funds Raised From ICO/STO 
Rapid growth can begin once we have received the sufficient amount of funding. We are 
aiming for $15M.  

II. Exchange(s) 
Global expansion and accelerated growth will be a by product of FIATT listed on an 
exchange(s). 

 

Current Issues 
- Extreme market volatility. 
- Investors must have at least $500,000-$1,000,000 to invest in a quality hedge fund. 
- Market fraud and illegal activity. 

 

 

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x534ee5a42640ac44f286aee589f1ed08982cef2c2cafbaf9fb6115c19f87a12b
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x534ee5a42640ac44f286aee589f1ed08982cef2c2cafbaf9fb6115c19f87a12b
https://fiattoken.org/
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Solutions 
- FIATT eliminates virtually all market volatility by being backed by fiat currencies. 

Because these fiat currencies are reinvested into multiple markets, the trend will steadily 
point upward. 

- When one purchases a FIATT token, they give their funds to the FIATT team to manage. 
Thus, they are no longer the investors funds. Rather, the funds are represented by the 
FIATT token. One can purchase a single FIATT token for $0.50 USD on the FIATT 
website. Now anyone can invest any amount of money and yield returns identical to a 
hedge fund. 

- FIATT aims to inform their investors on how the generated funds are being used. In 
addition, FIATT provides transparent communication between the FIATT team and their 
investors.  

 

 

Invest safely with FIATT! 


